SENSORS
MANUAL - VERTICAL COMPONENT ANEMOMETER P/N M102236 Rev 1.0 INTRODUCTION

3.0 INPUT/OUTPUT CONNECTIONS

The Vertical Component Anemometer, P/N
102236, is designed to provide low starting
threshold, wide dynamic response and high
accuracy over a wide range of wind speeds and a
variety of environmental conditions.
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1.1 SPECIFICATIONS
Accuracy: + 1.0%
Threshold:
102236-G0: 0.5 mph
102236-G1: 0.3 mph
Distance Constant:
102236-G0: 6.9 ft. (2.1 m)
102236-G1: 3.2 ft. (1.0 m)
Operating Range:
102236-G0: 110 mph (49 m/s)
102236-G1: 70 mph (31 m/s)
Operating Temp:-20° to 60°C (-4° to 140°F)
Power Requirement:+12 ± 3Vdc @ 6.0 mA
Analog Output: ± 500 mV corresponding to ±
1800 RPM
Frequency Output (Optional): 90 Hz
corresponding to 1800 RPM
Dimensions (Sensor):
Diameter: 1 inch tapering to 3/8 inch
Height: 30 inches (76.2 cm)
Weight: less than 1 lb. (0.45 kg)
Propeller Transfer Functions:
m/s = 0.00625 x RPM (Vertical Mode)
mph = 0.01398 x RPM (Vertical Mode)

FUNCTION
VOUT
Signal Ground
Frequency 1(Optional)
Frequency 2(Optional)
+12V
Power Ground

4.0 USER DEFINED OPTIONS
The sensor can be configured with the following
propellers:
102236-G0 08254 Carbon Fiber Thermoplastic
102236-G1 08274 Expanded Polystyrene
The sensor mount (P/N 102234) can be
configured as follows:
102234-G0 - Designed to mount on 3/4" pipe
102234-G1 - Designed to mount on 1" pipe
102234-G2 - Designed to mount on 1-1/4" pipe
5.0 USER INTERFACE
The wind component anemometer is configured
so that updrafts cause a clockwise rotation of the
propeller which produces a positive voltage.
Conversely, a downdraft causes counterclockwise rotation of the propeller which
produces a negative voltage.

2.0 INSTALLATION
The sensor can be ordered with P/N 102234
mount, which allows mounting to a 3/4”, 1”, or
1-1/4” vertical pipe. Be sure the sensor is
located in a clear, unobstructed area to minimize
any turbulent effects caused by obstructions
(e.g., trees, buildings, etc.)
The sensor’s connector screws into the mount,
secure the sensor by turning the connector until
it bottoms (putting some silicone grease on the
connector threads will facilitate disassembly
should it become necessary). Install propeller so
that the propeller serial number faces away from
the sensor.
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6.0 THEORY OF OPERATION

8.0 MAINTENANCE

Please refer to schematic 401389 for this section.
U1 accepts the nominal +12V input and converts
it to a +5V level. U2 generates a -5V supply
from the +5V supply. U3 and its associated
components generate a frequency which is used
to pulse power to the LED’s CR2 and CR3. As
the propeller spins, and the shutter blocks the
light of the LED, Q3 through Q6 in conjunction
with the phototransistors (Q7 and Q8) generate a
data signal for U4. U5 and its associated RC
network generate a nominal 1µs width pulse
when the device is clocked. This pulse is then
averaged by two RC networks before being
amplified by U6. The resultant analog output is
± 500 mV corresponding to ± 1800 RPM.

The only required periodic maintenance for the
wind component anemometer, is to check to see
that the shaft is free to rotate in its bearings. A
visual inspection of the anemometer should be
performed every six months, if bearing wear is
suspected, check the anemometer with a torque
disk. In the event bearing replacement becomes
necessary (if torque spec exceeds 0.3 gm-cm),
refer to assembly drawing 102236 and proceed
as follows:

7.0 CALIBRATION
The sensor by itself does not require calibration.
However, Climatronics can provide NIST
traceable calibration in our wind tunnel for your
sensor and propeller assembly combination.
Please contact the factory for further details.

1. Unscrew the column (Item 14) from the
support assembly (item 1).
2. Loosen the two set screws (Item 16) in the
hub (Item 17) and remove the hub. (Replace set
screws that show signs of wear or compression,
set screws must be coated with anti-seize
compound).
3. Remove the retainer ring (Item 12) and
spacers (Item 11) at the top of the column.
Reassemble with a new retaining ring.
4. Slide the shaft assembly (Item 10) out of the
bearings, and replace bearings (Item 13).
5. Reassemble in the opposite order, making sure
to replace spacers in the same place from which
they were removed. The shaft must have .008”
to .020” axial play.
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